SPUDM 25 - PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE
SUNDAY (16/08/2015)
VENUE: HOTEL GELLÉRT
16.30-17.00
17.30-18.00
18.00-19.00
19.0021.00

Early Registration
Welcome and Opening
Presidential Address
Welcome reception

MONDAY (17/08/2015)
VENUE: CORVINUS UNIVERSITY OF BUDAPEST, BUILDING "C"
08.00-09.00

Registration
Keynote Address
Barbara Mellers:
The Secrets to Better Forecasts

09.00-10.00
10.00-10.30

Coffee break 1
Choice 1

Risk 1

Emotion

Why do bettors prefer combo bets? On Knowing more or knowing less? When The Effect of Positive Arousal on
conjunction errors in real life
more information induces risk taking in Preferences for Risky Monetary
(Nilsson&Andersson)
the face of rare catastrophes (Newell Options (Galentino et al)
et al)

Symposium 1: When samples are
small: Learning and decision making

Symposium 3: Cognitive Processes in
Unethical Behavior

Experts & Wisdom

Areas of Interest as a Signal Detection
Problem in Behavioral Eye-Tracking
Research (Orquin et al)

Justifications shape ethical blind spots Can "false balance" distort public
(Pittarello et al)
perception of consensus in expert
opinion? (Koehler)

Regret, disappointment and situational The inability not to learn – A serious
labels in economic games
metacognitive handicap (K. Fiedler)
(Martinez&Zeelenberg)

Eyes of the prize? Evidence of
inattention to obtained outcomes in
repeated decisions from experience
(Ashby&Rakow)

Temporal dynamics of cheating:
Arousal and attention analysis (S.
Fiedler et al)

Emotional State and Market Behavior
(Breaban)

Why it can be helpful to ignore sample Attention Bias Predicts Intertemporal
bias (Denrell)
Choice (Franco-Watkins&Mattson)

To deliberate or not? The effects of
deliberating under anticipated regret
on valuation (Ang&Diecidue)

The curse of abundance (Kareev)

Detecting (un)justified lies: When
Robin Hood Takes a Polygraph (Ayal et
al)
Sensitivity to affective information and The Psychological Consequences of
investors’ evaluation of past
Extreme Rituals on Morality (Mitkidis
performance: An eye-tracking study
et al)
(Rubaltelli et al)

Do people use automatic or deliberate A Dissociation Between Search and
processes in decisions from memory? Choice in Decision Making Under Risk
(Bröder&Graf)
(Schulte-Mecklenbeck)

Work More the Feel More: The
Influence of Effort on Affective
Forecasting (Toma et al)

Small Samples and the Illusion of
Linearity in Judgment (Juslin)

A closer look at decision making under
time pressure (Johnson et al)

How we can influence people’s choices Trends in forecasts: When past
by evoking counterfactuals (Canic et al) predictions change present risks
(Teigen)

Regret and responsiveness to missed
opportunities in young children
(Feeney et al)

Shifting the Basis of Perceived
Similarity: Implications for Inference,
Judgment and Choice
(Urminsky&Bartels)

On the effective communication of
uncertainty: Lessons from the climate
change and intelligence analysis
domains (Ho)

10.30-12.30
Dynamic dissonance effects: Predicting Rank-Dependent Integration in
post-decision preferences
(Kvam&Pleskac)
Does memory accessibility affect the
order in which information about
decision alternatives is considered?
(Link&Dimov)

Decision-Making under Risk (Millroth)
What is the essence of risk taking?
(Frey et al)

On the relationship between the
distinct “reliance on small samples”
phenomena (Erev)

Symposium 2: Applications and
Innovations of Eye-Movement
Research in Judgment and Decision
Making

Post decision facts distortion when
experts and facts speak against your
decision (Svenson et al)

Predicting NFL game winners: The
wisdoms of heuristics, experts, and
crowds (Luan)
Selecting experts for probabilistic
expert knowledge elicitation (Bolger)

12.30-13.30

Lunch
Choice 2

Risk 2

Symposium 4: Challenges and
Cognitive processes
Advances in Charitable Giving
Research
Testing the level of consistency
Pseudoinefficacy: Negative feelings
between choices and beliefs using eye- from children who cannot be helped
tracking (Polonio)
reduce warm glow for children who
can be helped (Västfjäll et al)

Symposium 5: Revisiting the
Symposium 6: The Development of
exploration-exploitation tradeoff in
Decision Competence
decisions-from-experience
Exploration, exploitation, and strategy Age Differences in Memory-Based
use in experiential choice
Decision Making (Josef et al)
(Rakow&Ashby)

Nudge 1

Decision quality - Relations between
different types of decision outcomes
(Geisler&Allwood)

The Risk Attitudes of Professional
Athletes (Bleichrodt et al)

The influence of personal mitigating
factors on criminal sentencing
decisions (Belton&Dhami)

Risk Taking and Social Ranking: An
Evolutionary Perspective (Schmidt)

Tracking eye movements to reveal
memory processes during rule- versus
similarity-based decision making
(Scholz)

Less Is More: The Role Of Feedback
Frequency In Repeated Binary Choice
From Experience (Hagmann et al)

Investigating the Fluency-Affect
relationship in judgements of
(in)coherent risk (Gamblin)

Looking and weighting: How is gaze
Visceral needs and donation decisions: Unpacking the exploration-exploitation Lost in Search: (Mal-)Adaptation to
The Maximizing Norm. Encouraging to
behavior affected by attribute
Do people identify with suffering or
trade-off in a changing world (Newell probabilistic decision environments in Get the Best Enhances Decision
importance in quantitative judgment? with relief? (Kogut&Harel)
et al)
children and adults (Betsch et al)
Avoidance (Van Putten&Nordewier)
(Renkewitz)

The Foreign Language Effect in
Judgments of Risk and Benefit: The
Role of Affect (Hadjichristidis et al)

Looking at Ingroup Love and Outgroup
Hate: An Eye-Tracking Analysis of the
Cognitive Processes involved in
Intergroup Decision Making (Rahal et
al)

13.30-15.30
Number Preferences (Wang et al)

Framing charity advertisements:
Positive appeals are liked, but negative
appeals work better
(Erlandsson&Nilsson)

Perceived Costs and Benefits
Motivating Donation Decisions:
Different Evaluability of Money and
Lives (Rubaltelli et al)

How to be a loser when you win: Lucky The effect of delay on risk tolerance
Does looking mean liking? Differences Moderators of anchoring effects in
numbers, lucky stores, edge aversion, and probability weights (Zielonka et al) across perceptual and preferential
charitable giving (Kleber et al)
proximity aversion and lottery choices
choice processes (Yu et al)
(Ayton&Reimers)
Patterns in the Lottery Game
(Becser&Paprika)

15.30-16.00

Trust in deliberation: The
consequences of deliberative decision
strategies for medical decision making
(de Vries)

Decomposing complexity in decisions
from experience: Exploration,
exploitation and diversity of choice
(Konstantinidis et al)

Restless bandits: Exploring and
exploiting in a changing environment
(Speekenbrink)

In anthropomorphic figures we trust!
Testing the effect of privacy nudges on
passive and direct disclosing behaviour
(Rodriguez Priego)
The Development of Adaptive Decision Nudging and Dodging Vaccination
Making: Recognition-Based Inference through Defaults (Chapman et al)
in Children and Adolescents (Horn et
al)

The effects of normatively irrelevant
feedback on children’s and adults’
probabilistic decision making
(Lang&Betsch)

The role of domain knowledge,
interfaces and mindsets on energysaving decisions made with a
recommender system (Willemsen et al)

The impact of natural cue presentation Tailoring energy-saving advice using a
on children’s utilization of probabilistic unidimensional Rasch scale of
cues (Lehmann et al)
conservation measures (Starke et al)

Natural Frequencies Facilitate
Diagnostic Inferences of Managers
(Hafenbrädl et al)

Coffee break 2

Choice 3
Losses Increase the Sensitivity of
Internet Searches to Stock Market
Events (Yechiam et al)

Risk&Uncertainty
Decision-making in aging: Age-related
differences in decisions under
ambiguity and decisions under risk
(Rosi et al)
A new approach in studying Decision- The Value of Contradiction for
Making: the EXogenous ACcumulation Judgment under Uncertainty: The
Task (EXACT) (Biscione&Harris)
Consider-Two-Opposites Technique
(Hütter&Hansen)
How forgetting affects rule- and
Bias or Sensitivity in Risky Choice?
exemplar-based judgments (Hoffmann Lottery Decisions under Cognitive Load
et al)
(Olschewski et al)

Single Process or Multiple Strategies:

16.00-18.00
Which Framework of Multi-Attribute
Decision Making describes Decision
Makers’ Stopping Behavior best?
(Söllner & Bröder)

18:1519:30

Conversational pragmatics as a
mechanism of cross-cultural
differences in interpreting verbal
quantifiers of uncertainty
(Sirota&Juanchich)

Intertemporal Choices 1
Giving the Future A Chance (Weber)

Financial Decision Making 1
It’s About How and not only What
Investors Learn (Lejarraga et al)

The effect of verb tenses on the
perception of temporal distance from
the present to the future
(Stragà&Warglien)
Delay discounting measured for unimodal and cross-modal choices (Read
et al)

Perceptions of financial volatility
(Duxbury&Summers)

Loss & Ambiguity Aversion
Using Prospect Theory to Measure
Ambiguity Aversion and Ambiguity
Insensitivity within Five Minutes
(Wakker)
Ambiguity aversion in children
(Kühberger)

Social Aspects of JDM 1
Moral Issues 1
Improving inner and outer crowd
Corrupt collaboration (Weisel&Shalvi)
benefits with confidence (Philips et al)

Portfolio selection in bull and bear
market: the role of aspirations,
sensation-seeking, and affect in stock
investments (Sokolowska)

A Robust Test of the Descriptive Value The role of implementation time and The Theory of Planned Behaviour in
of Loss Aversion in Decisions under
coherence seeking in evaluations of
Unlawful File Sharing: A Meta-Analytic
Risk and Uncertainty
political proposals (Montgomery et al) Review and a Survey (Fleming et al)
(Bleichrodt&L'Haridon)

Automatic approach and avoidance in
short versus farsighted intertemporal
choice (Woyke et al)

Personal experience of low-probability Meta analysis of loss aversion in risky
context (Walasek et al)
events influence willingness to buy
insurance: The mediating role of worry
and subjective probability (Polec et al)

Gender bias in hiring decisions: The
role of decoy effects (Tang&Keck)

Trust and Reputation in the Sharing
"Was that a lie?" Motivated
Economy: The Role of Personal Photos Interpretations of potentially painful
in Airbnb (Ert)
information (Vainapel et al)

Kind beyond belief: fairness norms
predict trust game reciprocity
independently of second-order
expectations (van Baar et al)

Foreign Language and Moral Thought
(Geipel et al)

From observation to prediction: Effects Do we discount time as we discount
of kind and wicked experience (Soyer money? (Gutierrez Morenol)
et al)

Money Doctors or Charlatans? Trust,
Advice, and Risk Taking In Financial
Investments (Q. Sun et al)

Choice Bracketing and Sequential
Gambles: How Problem
Representation Changes the
Predictions of Prospect Theory
(Webb&Shu)

The Wisdom of Crowds Within:
Corrupt reciprocity (Leib et al)
Repeated Judgment Sampling in Two
Natural Experiments (van Dolder&van
den Assem)

Fifty Shades of “Medium”: The
Psychology of Intermediate Attribute
Levels (Schley&de Langhe)

When Probable = Improbable:
Sentential Context Effects in the
Numerical Interpretation of Positive
and Negative Linguistic Probabilities
(Dhami&Mandel)

All's Well That Ends Well? On the
importance of how returns are
achieved (Zeisberger)

Double Reference Points: The Effects
of Social and Financial Reference
Points on Decisions under Risk (Lu)

When Your Strength Threatens Me:
Supervisors Show Less Social
Comparison Bias than Subordinates
(Jia)

Early Career Event

Unfair treatment corrupts compliance
(Dezső et al)

TUESDAY (18/08/2015)
VENUE: CORVINUS UNIVERSITY OF BUDAPEST, BUILDING "C"

09.00-10.00

Keynote Address
Nick Chater:
Virtual bargaining: A micro-foundation for social decision making and interaction

10.00-10.45

Jane Beattie Award winner presentation
Timothy Pleskac:
Ecologically rational choice and the structure of the environment

10.45-11.15
11.15-13.15
13.15-14.15

Coffee break 1
Poster Session
Lunch
Theory 1

Uncertainty Regulation Theory: How
the feeling of uncertainty shapes
decision making (NavarroMartinez&Quoidbach)

Risk&Social Issues

Learning

The relationship between type of army How Learning by Comparison Impacts
service and risky behavior among
Decision Performance and Strategy
young people in Israel
Selection (Trippas&Pachur)
(Shahrabani&Garyn Tal)

Financial Decision Making 2
Sound financial decisions despite
cognitive aging (Johnson)

Symposium 7: Nudge: Testing the
limits
Nudge awareness and the effect of
good and bad defaults (Isoni et al)

Social Aspects of JDM 2

Consumer Choice 1

Asymmetric impact of competitive and Quality inferences about universities
cooperative environments on decisions and consumer brands from memory
involving ambiguity (Guney&Newell)
(Simonyan&Goldstein)

Rationality – the impact of conflict and It's not just about local warming:
context on the decision strategy
Perceptions of weather and climate
(Sleboda)
change in the UK (Taylor et al)

Human behavior in contextual multiarmed bandit problems (Stojic et al)

Fast logic: Evidence for intuitive logical Tornado Risk Perception from Visual
judgements (Bago&de Neys)
Cues (Dewitt)

The Paradoxical Imitation of bad
Retirement Investment Decisions: the Ethically Deployed Defaults:
examples: Learning from unsuccessful Arena Where (Risk) Attitude Beats Age Transparency And Consumer
strategies (Aharonov-Majar et al)
(Konečný&Bačová)
Protection Via Disclosure and
Preference Articulation (Steffel et al)

Efficiency isn’t always Bayesian: the
case of perceptual decision making in
groups (Floyd et al)

Absinthe + Brandy = Champagne: How
Dyads Overcome Choice Overload
(Reutskaja et al)

The Dual Nature of Utility - Categorical Deciding to help: effects of risk and
and Comparative Evaluations in
crisis communication (Bakker et al)
Economic Decisions (Zürn&Strack)

Choosing Bad Over Good: Learning and Shallow Pockets, Kind Heart: The Effect Contrasting true preference and
Counterproductive Punishment
of Perceived Personal Financial State nudged preference (Lin et al)
(Sobolev&Erev)
on Prosocial Activity (Motsenok&Ritov)

How envy among team members
impacts their helping decisions?
(Montal Rosenberg&Moran)

Do consumers know how much
electricity is used by their appliances?
(Lesic et al)

Why do decision makers value
symbolic goods? (Caldwell)

Salience and learning in multi-cue
environments (Jonaityte&Warglien)

Cash in hand, crashes in mind
(Gao&Liu)

Status&Empathy: Modulating Factors
of Cooperation (LV et al)

Muscular Male Employees Increase
Men’s Conspicuous Consumption
(Otterbring)

Metacognition and Variance in Two
Arms Bandit Task (Hertz et al)

Sound credit scores and financial
decisions despite cognitive aging
(Li&Johnson)

Social Learning in Categorization
(Puskaric et al)

The Effect of Peer Observation on the
Consumption of Temptation Goods:
Experimental Evidence
(Grohman&Sakha)

14.15-16.15

Nonlinear decision weights or
skewness preference? A model
competition (Spiliopoulos&Hertwig)

16.15-16.45

Heat protection behaviors and positive
affect about heat during the 2013 heat
wave in the United Kingdom (Lefevre
et al)
Communicating Probability of
Environmental Risk: Accounting for
Face-threatening Contexts (Butt et al)

Financial Loss Aversion Illusion
(Merkle)

Coffee break 2

Warning: You Are About to Be Nudged The psychology of self-interested
(Hagmann et al)
decisions: How (in)sensitive are we to
the costs borne by others? (Barneron
et al)

Why Americans Oppose Nudges
(Jung&Mellers)

How bookies make your money
(Newall)

Methods
Measuring (Higher Order) Correlation
Aversion (van de Kuilen&Ebert)

Heuristics and Biases 1
Priming logical intuitions can reduce
heuristic thinking in conjunction
fallacies (Vallée-Tourangeau&FaureBloom)

Sampling
Individual differences 1
Moral Issues 2
A Decision-by-Sampling Account of Risk “Thinking about numbers is not my
How does your attitude towards
Preferences Regarding Frequent Small- idea of fun”: Need for cognition
ethical issues affect your reasoning?
Scale Deadly Events (Olivola)
mediates age differences in numeracy (Cavojova et al)
performance (Bruine de Bruin et al)

Social Aspects of JDM 3
When Do People Prefer Carrots to
Sticks? A “Matching Effect” in Policy
Evaluation (Evers)

Co-variation Estimation in Danger:
Unknown Singular Behavior of
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
(Shiina)

Increasing cognitive load reduces the
impact of heuristic thinking in
conjunctive probability judgments
(Faure-Bloom&Vallée-Tourangeau)

Decision by Sampling and
Better/Worse-than-Average Effects
(Han&Olivola)

What Were They Thinking?
Understanding Decisions to
Discontinue Failing Plans (Strough)

Why Enough is Never Enough: Greed
and Overearning (Seuntjens et al)

A Multi-national Investigation of Cross- Comparing Risk Aversion When Beliefs
societal Cooperation and
Differ (van Dolderl et al)
Discrimination (Dorrough&Glöckner)

Investigating the adaptivity of advice
taking: Results from a sampling
paradigm (Ache&Hütter)

Multiple numeric competencies and
their relation to financial outcomes
over time (Tompkins et al)

The winner takes it all (Schurr&Ritov)

The more we are, the less we care: A
new paradigm for intergenerational
dilemma decision making
(Kieslich&Hilbig)

Reliance on Small Samples, the Wavy
Recency Effect, and Similarity-based
Learning (Plonsky et al)

Resistance to anchoring depends on
crystallized ability: An individualdifferences study (Del Missier et al)

Unethical Behavior under Different
Modes of Competition (Tzini&Jain)

When do I do what others do? Social
Regret theory and risk attitudes
feedback, factual knowledge, and their (Somasundaram&Diecidue)
impact on pro-environmental behavior
(Kause et al)

The impact of cognitive reflection
versus calculation in decision making
(Sinayev&Peters)

May the best man lose: When moral
Spontaneous cooperation for
emotions reduce competitive behavior prosocials, but not for proselfs: Social
(Haran)
value orientation moderates
spontaneous cooperation behavior
(Mischkowski)

Developmental trajectories of
psychological regulation predict later
decision-making competence: a nineyear longitudinal study (Weller et al)

The self-other discrepancy in moral
judgment (Rao)

Multi-attribute utility models as
Overlap of Accessible Information
cognitive search engines (P. Analytis et Undermines the Anchoring Effect
al)
(Bahník&Strack)

Risk 3
The Malleability of Revealed Risk
Preferences (Vosgerau&Peer)

A scanpath analysis of the risky
decision-making process (Liang et al)

16.45-18.45
How not to measure overconfidence
(Langnickel&Zeisberger)

Exploring decision-confidence in the
conjunction fallacy tasks (Szollosi)

Development and Validation of the
Scientific Reasoning Scale
(Drummond&Fischhoff)

Optimism Bias in The Context of
Ownership History and ExperienceProject Planning: A Study of Subjective Based Decision Making (Wang et al)
Probability Distribution of the
Maximum of Multiple Durations
(Liu&Huang)

Measuring Subjective Graph Literacy in An Integrative Model of Anchoring
Diverse Samples and Cultures (Garcia- Effects (IMAE) for the Prediction of
Retamero et al)
Quantitative Judgments
(Schley&Turner)

Acting fast vs. biding time: Effects of
competitive pressure on information
sampling (Markant)

Informing affects framing effect
(Damnjanović)

The role of recipients' identifiability in Difference in perception of active vs.
allocation decisions among individuals passive risk taking: the role of
and groups (Ritov)
accountability (Bereby-Meyer)

WEDNESDAY (19/08/2015)
VENUE: CORVINUS UNIVERSITY OF BUDAPEST, BUILDING "C"
Keynote Address
Botond Kőszegi:
Unrealistic Expectations and Misguided Learning

09.00-10.00
10.00-10.30

Coffee break 1
Theory 2

Heuristics and Biases 2

Experience

Simulating human decision making
about frequency and duration with
artificial neural networks
(Titz&Sedlmaier)

An Importance Heuristic in Decision
Deferral (Krijnen et al)

Modeling the effect of stereotypes on
the decision to use deadly force
(Pleskac&Cesario)

Calling an action stupid: a reflection of Cross Cultural Differences in Decisions
people’s rationalistic expectations
from Experience: Evidence from
(Aczel et al)
Denmark, Israel, and Taiwan (Di Guida
et al)
The Role of Psychological Ownership in Modeling Probability Weighting in
Sunk Cost Effects (Dickert et al)
Decisions from Experience
(Pachur&Hertwig)

Modelling the effect of attribute
conflict in pairwise comparisons
through random multiattribute utility
10.30-12.30
(Deparis&Bhattacharjya)
When Optimal Experimental Design
Models are not Optimal: Sequential
Search, Optimality, and Heuristics
(Nelson et al)

Incorporating descriptions into
decisions from experience (WeissCohen et al)

A Magnitude Effect in Judgments of
The Reversed Description-Experience
Subjective Closeness (Kanten&Teigen) Gap: Disentangling Sources of
Presentation Format Effects in Risky
Choice (Glöckner et al)

Symposium 8: From Anomalies to
Forecasts: The toll-free critique and
Individual differences 2
Social Aspects of JDM 4
the Choice Prediction Competitions
solution
Signal detection in the wild: How to
The toll-free critique of behavioral
The Legitimacy of Power influences
quantify the error tradeoffs of decision decision research (Erev)
Sharing in the Dictator Game (von
makers who are unable or reluctant to
Helversen&Schöbel)
reveal them (Herzog)
Relating decision-making styles to
social orientation and time approach
(Geisler&Allwood)

Observations from previous choice
prediction competitions (Ert)

The Seller’s Sense: Buying-Selling
Choice prediction competition for
Perspective Affects the Sensitivity to
decisions under risk and ambiguity
Expected-Value Differences (Abofol et (CPC2015) (Erev et al)
al)
Utilize experimental games as
objective personality measures stability, reliability, validity (Schlösser
et al)

My toll-free Number: the model that
won CPC2015 (Cohen)

Data & Information
Judgment accuracy: Do more data
help? (Harvey)

When less is better than more:
Preferring equity over efficiency in
allocation decisions (Gordon-Hecker et
al)
When Almost Fair Isn’t Good Enough:
Fairness Thresholds in the Ultimatum
Game (Boyce-Jacino et al)

Knowing the other’s mind: Using
process data to test process
predictions of ‘mind-reading’ models
(Scherndl et al)
Eliciting and Aggregating Forecasts
When Information is Shared
(Palley&Soll)

The role of personal values and
empathy in cooperative game with
strangers (LV)

The decision to collect information,
and the coexistence of insufficient and
over-checking (Roth et al)

A Triple-Stopping Threshold System For The Power of the Representativeness
Decision Making: A Cast-Net Stopping Heuristic (Bhatia)
Rule Model (Fific&Buckman)

Modeling Peoples’ Risk-Return Belief
Helps to Understand Preference from
Experience (Hoffart et al)

Genetic correlations between riskWhat can we learn from Choice
taking propensity and resting-state
Prediction Competitions?
functional connectivity (D. Zheng et al) (Spiliopoulos&Ortmann)

Spatial preferences in competitive and The dynamics of evidence
co-operative hide-and-seek games
accumulation and choice
(Reimers&Ayton)
(Noguchi&Love)

Motivated reasoning in the prediction
of sports outcomes and the belief in
the “hot hand” (Braga)

The description-experience gap in the
sampling paradigm: a meta-analytic
review (Wulff)

Genetic and environmental influences
on gambling: A meta-analysis of twin
studies (R. Zheng et al)

Preference and Belief Imprecision in
Games (Butler et al)

12.30-13.15
13.15-14.15

EADM General Assembly
Lunch

19.00-22.00

Conference Dinner on Europa Boat (Optional Program)

Managing Consumers’ Brand
Judgments When Things Go Wrong:
Order-Seeking as a Response to Goal
Failure (Khenfer)

THURSDAY (20/08/2015)
VENUE: HOTEL GELLÉRT
De Finetti Prize Winner presentation
Jared Hotaling:
Decision Field Theory-Planning: A Model of Planning On the Fly

09.00-10.00
10.00-10.30

Coffee break 1

Consumer Choice 2
Individual differences in competent
consumer choice: the role of
impulsivity and numeracy (Graffeo)

Medical&Health
Intertemporal Choice 2
Individual differences 3
“The Median Isn’t the Message” (1982) Look forward or think back? An
Unfolding anchoring effect: Individual
– thirty years later: How to
examination of reference-dependent difference approach (Teovanović)
communicate expected survival time intertemporal preferences (Li&Zhong)
to patients? (Kirkebøen)

A Lens Model Analysis of Individual
Nutrition Judgments Using the
Nutrition Fact Panel (GonzalezVallejo&Carter)

What factors shape informed decision Dynamic cognitive models of
making about screening with benefits intertemporal choice (J. Dai et al)
and harms? (Petrova et al)

Modern foraging: exploration and

Partnering or persuading? Decision
making during consultations between
breast cancer patients and medical
oncologists (Engelhardt)

Inconsistent planning in the allocation Studying the Processes underlying
Fostering informed decisions: How to Decision theory: A vehicle for reflective
of time across enjoyable and boring
Cognitive Reflection Test Performance encourage active processing of risk
management? (Köves et al)
tasks (McDonald et al)
(Szaszi et al)
information using dynamic icon arrays
(Okan et al)

Attention in Health Judgements
(Mullett&McDonald)

Unpacking manipulation increases
Drift from rationality caused by
perceived temporal distance (Y. Sun et affective processes is moderated by
al)
numerical skills (Fuławka&Traczyk)

exploitation in supermarkets
10.30-12.30
(Riefer&Love)

Determining the theoretical
Measuring Individual Differences in
Social Value Orientation Using the
mechanisms behind graphical display
Needleman-Wunsch-Algortihm: An Eye effects (Stone et al)
Tracking Study (Schlegelmilch&S.
Fiedler)

Distinct role of approach-avoidance
Numeracy, education and wealth
motivation: Toward a new
(Estrada-Mejia&Peters)
understanding of gain-loss asymmetry
in temporal discounting (Liang)

12.30-13.30

Nudge 2
Moral Issues 3
The Effect of Presentation Formats on Hearts over heads? Age-related
Rational Information Search (Wu et al) differences in moral decision making
(McNair et al)

Lunch

Twenty years of natural frequencies: A
systematic review and meta-analysis of
the effect of natural frequencies on
Bayesian reasoning
(McDowell&Jacobs)

Signal Detection Decision Models of
Forgiveness (Tan et al)

The politeness of donation request
does not predict charitable behaviour
but charitable behaviour predicts
perceived politeness
(Juanchich&Sirota)
Distributive Justice behind the Veil: A
Study of Social Preferences under
Various Degrees of Ignorance
(Woike&Hafenbrädl)

